COTSWOLDS l WATERS & SOFT DRINKS

From their National Trust farm in the heart of the Cotswolds, Bensons Totally Fruity range is
created by a family team using traditional pressing methods to ensure their drinks are as tasty as
nature intended. They’re ambient too so taste great at any temperature!
Bensons are the only apple juice company in the UK to be Red Tractor accredited which ensures
the quality and traceability of their products. They only use locally sourced produce, helping
British orchards thrive and lowering their carbon output.
The Totally Fruity juices contain NO ADDED ARTIFICIAL SUGAR, COLOURS OR PRESERVATIVES,
and count towards 1 OF YOUR 5 A DAY; the perfect healthy option for everyone.
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Individual
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Style

Totally Fruity Apple Juice
Simply delicious; refreshingly light and sweetly crisp. This is the heart
of what Bensons are all about. Pure, simple and honest apple juice. It's
always made from the finest British apples, hand pressed whole, for a
totally fruity authentic flavour.
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4

750ml
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Light and delicious; seasonal British apple juice is gently fused with
the fragrant elderflower. Classically British & reminiscent of long lazy
summer days.

250ml

Totally Fruity Apple & Elderﬂower Juice
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This drink is very berry nice! Its a delicious fusion of whole Pilley
Berries. A refreshing delicious juice with a sensational taste of summer
sweetness.

250ml

Totally Fruity Apple & Raspberry Juice

Totally Fruity Orange Juice
The ﬁnest Valencian oranges freshly squeezed to make this a refreshing
smooth juice packed full of orangey ﬂavour!

Totally Fruity Apple & Cinnamon Juice (Seasonal)
A surprising way to serve apple juice; hot and with a warming twist of
cinnamon. British apples pressed whole then infused with cinnamon,
ginger, nutmeg & cloves.

4

750ml

A taste of the tropics with a fusion of apple and the smooth, rich
flavours of Alphonso mangos. This is a timeless drink with a tropical
zing; not too sweet or too heavy.

250ml

Totally Fruity Apple & Mango Juice

3L

Joosed Fizz offer all ages a healthy fizzy drink option when you want a
little sparkle without the added sugar. Just fruit juice mixed with
sparkling water, with no added sugar, colourings or flavourings.

Joosed Fizz Blackcurrant & Apple
Joosed Fizz offer all ages a healthy fizzy drink option when you want a
little sparkle without the added sugar. Just fruit juice mixed with
sparkling water, with no added sugar, colourings or flavourings.

Sparkling
Fruity
Water
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24

330ml

Joosed Fizz Apple

24

330ml

Joosed Fizz Range

Joosed Fruity Water Range

Apple

Blackcurrant & Apple

Orange & Apple

24
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Bensons have made the decision to transition away from Plastic within their entire range, towards a more sustainable and
environmentally friendly packaging for their products. The original Joosed Juniors have been re-branded and repacked into
‘Joosed Fruity Water’ cans! Available in 3 delicious flavours:
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